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1 Canonbury Place N1 2NG - Heritage Statement 
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1. Introduction 
 

1 Canonbury Place is a three storey and basement property which forms the open end of a 

cul-de-sac in the Canonbury area of Islington.  It is a grade II listed building and is situated in 

the Canonbury Conservation Area. This heritage statement has been prepared to accompany 

proposals for the refurbishment of the property to form a single family dwelling. It should be 

accompanied by survey drawings, an inventory of existing features of interest and a 

photographic survey. It has been prepared by David McDonald for the Rathbone Trust 

Company Ltd. 

David McDonald, BSc, Dip TP, AA Dip cons, IHBC. 

 

Date 13.01.15. 
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2. Background and Development History 
 

Canonbury House and Tower built c1562 is earliest recorded development in the area. It was 

restored in 1907/8 when king Edward Hall was built (1). In 1767, the Eighth Earl of 

Northampton leased the then empty Canonbury House with its grounds to John Dawes. He, 

“introduced the pattern of demolishing the old in favour of the new, knocking down the south 

range and replacing it with a short terrace of five houses, one of which he occupied, and 

leasing the others to the Earl” (2). This terrace (1-5 Canonbury Place) remained on its own for 

a number of years before the development of the rest of the area took off. From the early years 

of the nineteenth century the development of the reminder of the area took place, including 

Canonbury Square in 1826. It has been described as, “One of the earliest and finest squares in 

Islington” (3). [Weedon Grossmith, joint author of Diary of a Nobody lived at no.5 Canonbury 

Place in 1891-9. 

 

With regard to no. 1 Canonbury Place, it is not clear whether this unique property was built for 

a specific client, but from its impressive west front, generous layout and grand reception rooms 

that it certainly had pretensions. It has all the characteristics of being designed to impress. It 

was originally occupied by Edward Grace, an antiquary. By 1798, it was disposed of to William 

Linwood of Birmingham, and in 1812 it was acquired by William Jenkins, a corn factor. At 

about this time, and certainly before the next owner, Gregson Paulet, a tea merchant who 

acquired the property in 1826, it must have gone through some alterations. This is clear from 

the early nineteenth century details mentioned in the description below and also from a print 

dated 1824 (Fig x), which shows an attic storey much as it looks today. It is probable that by 

the early nineteenth century, owners found the layout rather impractical and ‘modernised’ it to 

fit their needs.  

 
Fig 1 - 1824 print. Note, only two dormers in mansard. 
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For much of the remainder of the nineteenth century it was owned by various merchants and 

professionals until in 1881 it became a boarding school for a number of years. A map of 1871, 

shows the layout of the area very similar to that today (Fig 2). From then until the Second 

World War, it had a variety of different occupiers, including institutional uses and a boarding 

house. Remarkably the property appears to have had very little physical change, apart from 

gradual erosion of original features and the partial rebuilding of the upper section of the south 

elevation from the early nineteenth century until its occupation by Sir Basil Spence.  

 

 
Fig 2 – 1871 Map. 

 

Basil Spence lived at no.1 from 1956. According to Alice Hope (4) he ‘lived above the shop’, 

occupying basement and ground floors as offices and living on the upper floors. Apparently he 

was ‘at a low ebb’ when he bought it, but nevertheless it was the office in which he designed 

Coventry Cathedral. He rightly observed that the house had bones, and consequently Cosh 

observes that ‘there emerged a home of much beauty’. He appeared not to have made any 

significant structural alterations, but the praise from Cosh was based on his decorative scheme 

and the use of modernist furniture in a period setting. 

 

The Spence family vacated the property in 1980, and from 1980 it was occupied by solicitors 

Max Bittel Green and Co. until recently. The late twentieth century glazed screen in the hall 

and the staircase from the hall to the basement appear to have been installed during this firm’s 

or Spence’s occupation.  
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Building Description and Setting 
The room numbers refer to Sir Basil Spence Partnership drawings 01A-05A dated July 1981, 

and shown in Appendix 1. The survey notes on which this description is based are reproduced 

in Appendix 2.   

 

Exterior 

1 Canonbury Place is an end of terrace property (see cover photograph). It is part two, part 

three storeys with a basement and a mansard attic storey. It is faced in stucco on its north and 

west elevations and part-stucco, part-brick on the south elevation. It has a large garden 

enclosed by a high brick wall and with a number of mature trees. This description takes each 

elevation in turn. 

 

The north (entrance) elevation consists of three storeys and four bays. The two western bays 

are blank. There is a basement and mansard roof with four round- headed dormer windows. 

The entrance has a plain round arch within a relieving arch and with an original six-panelled 

door and fanlight. There is an early nineteenth lantern above the door, and an English Heritage 

blue plaque commemorating Sir Basil Spence between the two western bays. There are 

original six-over-six pane timber sash windows at ground, first and second floor level. The 

basement window has been altered and disfigured with vents. There is a moulded cornice 

above the second floor and a natural slate covered mansard roof above with dormers. The 

mansard roof has two sections of different construction (see survey notes).  

 

The west front is in effect the principle elevation and consists of two storeys over a half-

basement with a mansard roof and dormers. It has three bays, with, as indicated in the list 

description (Appendix 3), ‘flat arched windows between giant Ionic pilasters with acanthus 

decoration to lower neck of capitals, supporting plain frieze with dentil cornice’. There are three 

arched openings at basement level, the central one with an original door and the others with 

non-original windows. The double-pitched mansard roof with three dormers appears above the 

main stucco cornice and parapet. 

 

The south (rear) elevation has two brick bays to the east with the remainder blank stucco. 

There is an original rainwater head to one of the downpipes. There are balconies to the ground 

floor windows, one of which appears to be original. The upper floors at the eastern end have 

been rebuilt and have twentieth century concrete lintels and metal windows. 

 

Boundaries and Garden 

The north elevation has an open basement area on the east side enclosed by original cast iron 

railings with plain spear heads and urn finials. The entrance door is reached by a stair with 
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original stone steps but a concrete landing. It has an original balustrade.  The west side of the 

entrance is again enclosed by original railings but without a basement area. Moving to the west 

side of the property, there is a paved garden with mature trees beyond a half-basement area. It 

is bounded by a low London stock brick, wall, probably re-built, but with original railings. There 

is a substantial rear garden bounded by a brown brick wall (partly re-built), with a timber gate. 

The garden contains a number of mature trees, including an oak tree with a plaque at its base 

(see survey notes). There is also a twentieth century garage. 

 

Setting (See Fig. 3 below) 

Because of its end of terrace location, the house is open to a variety of public and private 

views. It forms part of a distinct group along with the remainder of the listed terrace, nos. 2-5 

Canonbury Place. To the north there is an open aspect to part of the original garden of 

Canonbury House and Tower. There are open views from the west, where 1, Canonbury Place 

forms a group with the House and Tower. The western aspect is towards the rear of the 

Canonbury Square houses and the front of the early nineteenth century terrace in Alwyne 

Villas. To the south, the property is viewed in relation to the semi-detached houses of Alwyne 

Villas. 

 

 
Fig 3 – Canonbury Tower and House, with 1 Canonbury Place in the background as shown in 

a 1942 painting. (LB Islington Libraries).  
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Interior 

The quality of the interior is generally good, containing many original feature as well as 

evidence of early c19 alterations (Fig. 4). The amount of twentieth century alterations is limited 

and mainly reversible. The layout is unusual in having a very large staircase serving two floors 

with large rooms with high ceilings on one side and three floors served by a lesser, but still 

good quality staircase on the other.  

 

 
Fig 4 – door surround with fluting and rosette. Typical of  

the early nineteenth century. 

 

Basement 

Much of the original cellular layout remains, as does the service stair at the eastern end, which 

is currently obscured by a twentieth century fire door. There are some original stone flags 

forming the floor. There are some original doors, dados and fire surrounds. 

 

Hall and Staircases 

The main entrance opens on to a tall lobby with an original stone floor and cornice. To the 

right, behind a mid-twentieth century glazed screen, is the staircase hall. It is flanked by Greek 

Doric columns, which support a plain entablature with a plaster roundel of Apollo above. There 

is a grand open well stone staircase with a cast iron balustrade. The ceiling has a modillion 

cornice. To the left is part-glazed door leading to a small reception room, which has an original 

fireplace. Part of the original dado rail remains, and there is an original window and shutters. 

This was inserted post war, either by Spence or the firm of solicitors. It was not in existence in 

a 1942 photograph of the hall (Fig 5). Beneath the main staircase is a secondary stair leading 
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to the basement, which was installed in the twentieth century.  Opposite the entrance door is a 

door leading to the central dog-leg stair through four floors with an open string, mahogany 

handrail and stick balusters, typical of the early nineteenth century.  

 

 
Fig. 5 view from stair hall to entrance lobby in 1942 –  

fireplace in Room G5 clearly visible (LB Islington Libraries). 

 

Ground Floor 

The ground floor principal room (G2) is accessed from the staircase hall via three-panelled 

double doors. It is well preserved, with early nineteenth century cornice, ceiling rose, skirting, 

dado rail, windows and shutters. The fireplace is boxed-in and was not viewed. Photographs 

indicate that it is early nineteenth century. The other rear room (G1) is accessed both from the 

principal room and the secondary staircase hall by six panelled doors.  The door connecting 

with the principal room and the chimney breast are both flanked by Corinthian pilasters. There 

is a plain Edwardian style cornice. The fireplace is also boxed in but believed to be early 

nineteenth century. See photograph 2 in Appendix 3 (supplied by others). There are four 
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mahogany built in cupboards at each corner of the room. These are of Regency style, but 

could also be Edwardian or later.  There are original French windows and shutters between 

which is a niche, which is also flanked by Corinthian pilasters. To the left of the entrance lobby 

(G4), a part-glazed door leads to a small reception room (G5) with an original fire surround, 

part-original dado rail and original window shutters. A non-original wall divides it from the 

lobby.  

 

First Floor 

The main staircase leads to a gallery from which panelled double doors lead to the principal 

reception room (1.2) of the house. The doors are set within an architrave with an Adam style 

frieze and entablature, typical of the latter half of the eighteenth century. There is an original 

white marble fire surround. The main decorative features of the room are also original, 

including the ornate cornice and frieze, the ceiling rose with acanthus leaf moulding, window 

shutters and dado rail. There is a later mahogany floor. A four panelled door with a fluted 

architrave with leaf emblems leads via a short staircase to the remainder of the first floor 

accommodation. The staircase is flanked by cupboards, which appear to be of an early 

nineteenth century design. A small landing connects to the secondary staircase and two 

flanking secondary rooms. The front room (1.4/5) has original shutters and a boxed in 

fireplace. The rear room has later inappropriate twentieth century windows and a fluted 

cornice.  

 

Second Floor 

The secondary staircase leads to the second floor level, which exists solely in the eastern half 

of the house. The front room (2.5/6) has been sub-divided and apart from the windows (without 

shutters) and skirting, exhibits no original features. Similarly, the rear room (2.1/2) has also 

been subdivided (possibly in the early nineteenth century) and also has inappropriate twentieth 

century windows.  

 

Third Floor 

The third (attic) floor is, as would be expected at this level, is rather plain, with low ceilings and 

lack of decorative features. There are later partitions, notably between rooms 3.1 and 3.2 and 

between 3.3 and 3.4. The main spine wall between rooms 3.4 and 3.5 collides with a dormer 

window, but may be original as this central dormer was not shown on the 1824 print mentioned 

earlier. The joinery and fittings of the dormer windows do not appear to be original. The doors 

are mainly four panelled. 
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Assessment of Significance 
 

The primary significance of the house stems from its grade II listing as an historic building and 

its location in the Canonbury Conservation Area. It has added historical significance because it 

was the home and office of Sir Basil Spence. It was listed in 1954 along with the adjoining 

houses, nos. 2-5 (consec.) and attached garden walls and railings. It has a lengthy list 

description (Appendix 4), which describes much of the interior as well as the exterior. There 

has been relatively little alteration to the property since its occupation by Sir Basil Spence.  

 

The Listed Building 

 

As has been described above, in historic buildings term, the house is well-preserved. Its 

significance derives primarily as a late eighteenth century end of terrace town house with an 

unusual layout and particularly high quality staircase and hall, principal rooms at ground and 

first floor level, fire surrounds and windows. It also has interest relating to the early nineteenth 

century alterations including plaster mouldings, joinery and fire surrounds, as well as the 

erection of a mansard roof. The interest due to the occupation of Sir Basil Spence, remains 

one of historical association rather than any significant alterations to the property. Despite the 

building’s use as both home and office, Spence appears to have had a remarkably light touch 

in terms of modernising it for twentieth century use. He clearly had a great deal of respect for it 

and the blue plaque (Fig 6) and the oak tree are probably sufficient to mark his former 

presence.  

 

 
Fig. 6 – English Heritage blue plaque. 
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The exterior is in the main well-preserved. It has a strong presence in its rather grand west 

elevation. The stucco rendering and mouldings, original windows and doors all make a 

significant contribution to the building’s special character. The unpainted stucco on the rear 

elevation also has historic value. The mansard roof, while not original, has some interest as an 

early addition to the building. The boundary railings are also original and important. Despite its 

partial rebuilding, the garden wall is also contributor to the special interest of the listed building. 

There are relatively few detracting features, but the partial rebuilding of the upper floors at the 

rear with its metal windows, and concrete lintels deserves mention.  

 

At basement level, much of the cellular layout remains, and along with some original doors and 

joinery as well as the stone flagged floor, make a small but significant contribution to the 

special interest of the listed building.  

 

As can be appreciated from the description above the hall and main staircase are of primary 

importance in the building. However, the later sub-division of the entrance hall and the 

twentieth century glazed screen both detract from the building’s historical integrity. To a lesser 

extent, the twentieth century stair to the basement also reduces the interest here. The 

secondary staircase is well-preserved and is a good example of its type.  

 

At ground floor level, the sub-division of the entrance hall has already been mentioned. 

However, apart from that, the rooms along with their fire surrounds, plasterwork and joinery are 

all of high significance. The same level of significance also applies to both the main and 

secondary staircases.  

 

 Fig 7 Main staircase. Note original closed shutters on window. 
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On the first floor, it is clear from the description above that the principle room with its features, 

along with the main stair and gallery are of primary significance to the listed building. The half-

flight of stairs and fitted cupboards also have significance as part of the early history of the 

building. The other rooms are of secondary interest, but have features such as the fire 

surrounds, which have some significance. 

 

The rooms at second and third floor level are of lesser significance, but existing original 

features should be retained. 

 

As has been indicated earlier, the mansard roof was probably constructed in the early 

nineteenth century and is shown on an 1824 print. Its exterior has been surveyed from ground 

level. The interior has also been inspected, but not its timber structure. It has a double pitch 

and appears to have been constructed in two sections across the two-storey and three-storey 

parts of the building respectively. This gave it an M shaped north to south profile on the 

eastern section, and a pitched and hipped upper part to the west. The roof is faced in natural 

slate with lead flashings. The round- headed dormer windows are unusual for this period, but 

not unique; also seen at 48 Canonbury Square. The joinery and ironmongery does not appear 

to be original. The middle dormer on the west elevation is a later addition. As part of the early 

nineteenth century alterations to the building it clearly has significance, but is a less than 

perfect example of its type. 

 

The site has archaeological interest and is identified in LB Islington’s Development 

Management Policies as an Archaeological Priority Area (APA 18 – Canonbury Place, 1-14 

(consec.), Canonbury House and Tower Theatre). The Greater London Archaeology Advisory 

Service of English Heritage (GLAAS) may wish to comment. 

 

Canonbury Conservation Area 

This property makes a significant contribution to the character and appearance of the 

Canonbury Conservation Area. Its grand west elevation is an impressive feature on its own, 

and the building as a whole is important in a number of ways. Its architectural character is 

described above and is significant, both as an example of the early development of the area 

and as group with the remainder of the terrace and the adjacent Canonbury House and Tower 

(See description of Setting above). Its end of terrace location gives it a visibility and 

prominence from a number of viewpoints, particularly in winter when the street and garden 

trees have lost their leaves. The generous garden with its mature trees also contributes to the 

character and appearance of the conservation area.  
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Proposed Works and Their Impact  
 

It is proposed to return the property to a single family dwelling as shown on drawing nos. 

0641/PL/001A, 002, 100-104, 110A, 111A, 112A, 113A, 114B, 115A, 116A, 117A, 118B, 119B, 

120A, 200, by architects Innerspace Associates Ltd. The reinstatement of the property to its 

original use, gives the potential to both improve its state of repair and by undoing later 

inappropriate alterations, to better reveal its significance. These comments take account of 

national and local policy and guidance, including the National Planning Policy Framework, 

Planning Policy Guidance, English Heritage guidance, LB Islington’s Local Development 

Framework and supplementary planning guidance.  

 

At basement level, the essentially cellular nature of the space has been retained with minimal 

alterations. In the kitchen, the amount of breaking through of the rear wall to gain access to the 

new garden room has been kept to a minimum, partly uses existing openings and avoids the 

chimney breast. Original features will be retained including the sections of original stone floor. 

The impact on the listed building is quite limited. 

 

On the ground floor, the majority of the proposed works involve the removal of past alterations 

and the reinstatement of missing features. The opening up of the entrance hall to its original 

proportions and reinstatement of the original decorative features is entirely beneficial. Similarly, 

the removal of the twentieth century glazed screen between the entrance hall and the stair hall 

along with the removal of the staircase to the basement and reinstatement of the floor will 

return this part of the house to its former character. The only significant new work in this area 

is the widening of the opening and the insertion of double doors between Room G4 and the 

staircase. The other main ground floor rooms and their features are also being generally 

restored.  

 

At first floor level, all the main rooms and staircase are to be restored. The main intervention is 

the effective closure of the short flight of stairs, which connect the principle room with the 

secondary staircase. This is for the practicality of installing services and will have a low impact 

on the historic integrity of the building if the works allow for possible reinstatement of the 

staircase and cupboards at a future date. The connecting door will be retained. The other 

works are the opening up of a new doorway between the main bedroom and the en suite 

bathroom along with a new flight of stairs. The door is to be inserted where there is an existing 

niche and the stair will have a low impact on this secondary room.  

 

On the second floor, limited alterations are proposed to the stairwell to allow services to reach 

this level. Glazed bathroom ‘pods’ are proposed in both of the rooms at this level. These would 
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have limited impact on these secondary rooms, on the assumption that after further 

investigative work, the wall between rooms 2.1 and 2.2 is shown to be non-original. At third 

floor level, later partitions will be removed and the original layout restored. Again, bathroom 

pods will be installed to minimise the impact. A new flight of stairs would give access to the 

proposed roof terrace (dealt with below). 

 

The approach to the exterior of the building is one of repair as necessary, with selective 

replacement of non-original features. On the north and west elevations, the render will be 

repaired and repainted, which gives the opportunity to consider a more authentic paint colour. 

The original windows will be retained and those non-original examples in the mansard roof and 

at basement level will be replaced by more appropriate designs. On the south elevation, the 

same approach is being taken to repair and restoration. Particularly beneficial will be the 

replacement of the twentieth century metal windows at first and second floor level. As with the 

other elevations there is the scope to carefully consider the colour and finish of the stucco 

render.  

 

The proposed garden room extension is of a size that is appropriate to the size of the building 

and has a width no greater than half of the rear elevation. The mixture of brick glazing and lead 

is appropriate to the listed building and subject to detail will not have a detrimental impact. The 

double garage, whilst of a fairly large footprint, takes the place of an existing structure and is of 

a non-obtrusive design. Because of the generous size of the garden, it does not dominate.  

The proposed roof terrace has been designed to minimise its impact at this high level of the 

building. The new staircase will continue the existing, and lead to a roof terrace set mainly 

within the secondary pitches of the roof. This will involve the removal of some of the original 

roof timbers and the installation of a glazed staircase enclosure and balustrades. From the 

sections supplied, the new glazed elements would have limited visibility from street level, but 

more from upper floors of nearby properties. 
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Appendix 1 – Basil Spence Drawings 
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Appendix 2 - Survey Notes 
 

Basement 

The original cellular layout is fairly intact. At the end of the central corridor, part original dado, 

behind a c20 fire door and the screen, is the original service stair and balustrade. The floor is 

part stone flagged.  

B1 – fireplace boxed-in; B2 - original dado, single door to B3 – original fire surround, door to 

hall and window shutters; B4 – non-original partition and doors, C20 WCs; B6 – false ceiling, 

C20 staircase to ground lobby, 1917 Security door with manufacturers’ plaque ‘Dreadnaught 

Fireproof Doors London’; B7 – store; B8 – C20 boiler and oil tank. 

 

Ground 

Entrance Lobby (G4) – original stone floor, C20 glazed screen to Staircase hall, doors to 

service stair and small reception (G5). Originally one room. Original fire surround. Staircase 

Hall (G3) – Description as on list. Beneath staircase, C20 stair to basement; original Skirting, 

dado, cornice (photos) c 1800 fireplace not seen. Original windows and shutters. Door 

(original?) to G1. Fireplace boxed-in, original shutters(original) either side of niche (original?), 

four mahogany Regency-style built-in cupboards at each corner of room (authentic ?) 
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First Floor 

Stair 1.3 Description as on list. Double doors, impressive doorcase to main reception.  

Main reception (1.2) cornice, ceiling rose, dado, later mahogany solid floor. Four panelled 

Regency door to narrow staircase to connect with remainder of first floor, original cupboards 

either side. 1.1 – Regency cornice, but otherwise plain ceiling. Fireplace removed? Poor metal 

C20 windows,  downstand beam indicating former partition? Same in 1.4/1.5 (shown as 

separate rooms on Basil Spence plans). Fireplace boxed in. Not seen. Original windows and 

shutters.  

 

Second Floor 

Accessed via original service stair. Some original architraves to doors on landing. 2.1/2.2 – 

probably originally one room divided by later partition, no obvious original features, 

inappropriate C20 metal windows. 2.5/2.6 – Similarly separate rooms probably divided into two 

at a later date. No obvious original features, false ceiling, original windows(?) without shutters. 

 

Third (Attic) Floor 

Low ceilings, four-panelled doors, Edwardian window furniture. Original stair(?) lantern over, 

3.1/3.2divided by non-original partitions, similarly 3.3/3.4.  

 

External 

 

Front (north) elevation 

Stucco-faced, Four bays with blind windows to RHS of front door; original pattern timber six-

paned sashes to LHS to all floors except basement (replacement timber window with vents 

inserted. Main cornice and parapet. Original six panel door and fanlight. Early c19 lantern 

above. Original area railings.  Original stone entrance steps and railings; concrete landing. To 

west of entrance, railings and gate original; no basement well. Double pitched mansard roof 

with round headed dormer windows; larger to west.  Unusual design and in two sections. To 

east, ‘M’ profile and hipped towards west. West part, upper section pitched and hipped. Natural 

slate. Brown brick party wall exposed at mansard level to east.  Chimney stacks with tall clay 

pots. Metal fire escape stair to roof of no. 2.  

 

End (west) Elevation 

Stucco-faced, three bays wide, flat arched windows between giant ionic pilasters with acanthus 

decoration to lower neck of capitals, supporting plain frieze, with dental cornice. Six-over-six 

original timber sash windows at ground and first floor level. Three arched openings to 

basement. Central original door; non-original timber windows in other two. Basement area 
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enclosed by original metal balustrade. Mansard roof with three round-headed dormer windows. 

Garden bounded by stock brick wall to north; part rebuilt with original railings and gate. Stucco 

channelled pier connects to west (main) garden wall. Part old brown/purple brick, part rebuilt in 

London stock. Timber double gates.  

 

Rear (south) elevation 

Western half faced in stucco, eastern half stucco on lower two floor, brown or stock brick 

above.  Non-original metal windows at first and second floor level. Concrete lintels at first floor 

level. M shape of mansard roof exposed; non-original dormers. Two chimney stacks, with 

variety of pots; some original? 

 

Garden 

 

Two separate areas to west and south. West garden formally paved with old flags; central 

rectangular pond.  Informal layout to south garden. Mature trees, one with plaque: ‘this 

Blenheim oak was presented as a sapling by Sir Winston Churchill to Sir Basil Spence in 1959. 

Sir Basil Spence lived and worked in Canonbury Place from 1956 until 1979’. Freestanding 

c20 garage building.  

 

 

 

Appendix 3 – Fireplaces 

 
 

1. Late C18 surround, late C19 grate. 

2. Early C19 surround, later freestanding grate. 

3. LateC18 surround, later freestanding grate – see list description. 

4.  Simple marble early C19 surround, late C19 register grate. 

5. Simple marble early C19 surround, original hob grate. 
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Appendix 4 – List Description 

 
This building is listed under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 
1990 as amended for its special architectural or historic interest. 

Name: NUMBERS 1-5 (CONSECUTIVE) AND ATTACHED GARDEN WALLS AND RAILINGS 
List entry Number: 1205846 

Location 

NUMBERS 1-5 (CONSECUTIVE) AND ATTACHED GARDEN WALLS AND RAILINGS, 1-5, 
CANONBURY PLACE The building may lie within the boundary of more than one authority. 

District Type 

London Borough 

Parish 

Greater London Authority 

Islington 

National Park: Not applicable to this List entry.�Grade: II�Date first listed: 20-Sep-
1954�Date of most recent amendment: Not applicable to this List entry. 

Legacy System Information 

The contents of this record have been generated from a legacy data system. Legacy System: 
LBS�UID: 368657 

Asset Groupings 

This list entry does not comprise part of an Asset Grouping. Asset Groupings are not part of 
the official record but are added later for information. 

List entry Description�Summary of Building�Legacy Record - This information may be 
included in the List Entry Details. 

Reasons for Designation 

Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details. 

History 
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Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details. 

Details 

ISLINGTON�TQ3184SE CANONBURY PLACE 635-1/53/166 (South side) 20/09/54 Nos.1-5 
(Consecutive) and attached garden walls and railings GV II 

Terraced houses, no. l now offices. 1767-71. Built for John Dawes, developer; no 1 altered, 
probably in the early C19. Brick, stucco, and roofs of slate except for tile on no 5. West front of 
no 1 is two storeys over half-basement with dormers in attic; three bays wide, flat-arched 
windows between giant Ionic pilasters with acanthus decoration to lower neck of capitals, 
supporting plain frieze with dentil cornice; mansard roof with three round-arched dormers. 
North front of three storeys and four bays, all windows under flat arches and the two 
westernmost bays blank; entrance in plain recessed round arch, with panelled door and 
fanlight; original sashes to ground and first floor, moulded cornice. South front has only two 
bays to the east, the rest blank stucco. Original lead rainwater head; ground-floor windows 
have cast-iron balconies, the eastern one resited. Upper floors at east end rebuilt, with C20 
glazing. Railings with urn finials to front garden; banded stone piers with fluted tops carrying 
urns to south-west corner of front garden. Nos 2-4 are of two storeys over half-basements with 
dormers in attic. Three flat-arched windows each. Steps up to entrance with Gibbs 

surround, panelled door of original design and decorative fanlight; sashes of original design 
except to the ground floor of no 3; band over second floor; lead rainwater pipe and head with 
date 1780 on no 2, head only on no 4; parapet; mansard roof with flat-arched dormers; stacks 
to party walls. Cast- iron railings with urn finials. No 5 is of two storeys with dormers in attic; 
four flat-arched windows, irregularly disposed; giant pilasters. Round-arched entrance with 
neo-Classical architrave with voussoirs, console keystone and urn and paterae to frieze; 
double panelled door of original design and fanlight with decorative glazing; storey band; two 
rainwater heads dated 1780, only the upper parts of the pipes of lead; parapet. The garden 
front is of brown brick set in Flemish bond; three storeys, six-window range and canted two-
storey bay to centre. Fluted architrave to French windows in bay; upper windows with 6/6 
sashes of original design; lead rainwater pipe, the head dated 1780; single-storey extension to 
south-west, at least partly of C20 date. Iron railings to bay with wreathed rail. INTERIOR: of no 
l. Ground floor: entrance hall has early C19 architraves to doors; good wooden fireplace of 
c1800 in north-east room. To rear of entrance hall: dog-leg stair running through four storeys 
and basement has open string, decorative brackets, wreathed and ramped handrail and stick 
balusters. Entrance to the staircase hall between Greek Doric columns distyle in antis 
supporting plain entablature with plaster roundel of Apollo above. Open well stone staircase 
with curtail step, wreathed handrail, open string and balusters of cast iron, probably early C19 
in date; landing ceiling has modillion cornice. Principal ground floor room has panelled double 
doors with plain moulded architrave and panelled window embrasures. Small room to south-
east has original architraves to doors and windows with dentil cornice; full- height windows with 
panelled embrasures and original shutters; panelled double doors; Corinthian pilasters flanking 
the chimneybreast, double doors and a projecting niche between the windows which appears 
to be an addition; plain early C19 white marble mantelpiece; early C19 fitted mahogany 
cabinets flanking the chimneybreast and double doors. First floor: principal room has panelled 
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double doors set in an architrave with entablature and frieze in the Adam style; white marble 
Neo-classical mantelpiece; panelled embrasures to windows with original shutters; the walls 
divided by dado rail, frieze in the Adam style and complex moulded cornice; ceiling rose with 
circular acanthus ornament. Small room to south-east has early C19 cast iron Tudor-Gothic 
fireplace with simple marble mantelpiece. The interior of no 2 has original staircase with the 
same details as the dog-leg stair at no l, some original reeded architraves, panelled window 
embrasures and elliptical archway between front and back rooms on the ground floor with 
fanlight and reeded architrave. The present form of the basement is partly due to Sir Basil 
Spence who lived at no 2. No 3 has an original staircase, detailed as on the dog-leg stair at no 
1; the two ground-floor rooms and the first-floor front room have moulded plaster cornices and 
early C19 cast-iron grates. No 4 has, equally, an original staircase and cast-iron grates to both 
ground-floor rooms and first-floor front room. The interior of no 5: entrance hall with dado rail 
and plaster modillion cornice; dog-leg stair with curtail step, stick balusters, turned newels, 
wreathed and ramped handrail and open string, the string decorated as on the dog-leg stair at 
no. l. Panelled doors with moulded architraves throughout. Easternmost room has moulded 
dado rail, plaster cornice with frieze of palmette and urn ornament; fireplace with early C19 
cast-iron grate and mantelpiece in the Adam style; modelled plaster roundel to chimneypiece 
surrounded by festoons in the Adam style. Middle room panelled to cornice height with 
moulded dado rail and framing; moulded plaster cornice, simple marble mantelpiece. The first 
floor landing has a moulded plaster cornice wtih frieze of paterae and fluting. Easternmost 
room has moulded dado rail, plaster cornice with frieze of anthemion and urn ornaments; early 
C19 cast-iron grate and mantelpiece decorated with fluting, lozenges and circles. The middle 
room has a moulded dado rail, plaster cornice with frieze of palmette and fan ornament. 
Westernmost room has moulded dado rail, plaster cornice with frieze of palmette and 
anthemion ornament, and ceiling decorated in the Adam style fine late C18 cast-iron grate with 
mantelpiece of green and white marble decorated with urns and rosettes. Good late C18 cast-
iron grates in east, middle and west bedrooms on attic floor. Weedon Grossmith, joint author of 
The Diary of a Nobody, lived at no 5 from 1891-9. (Historians' file, English Heritage London 
Division; Eric Willatts: Streets with a story. The book of Islington: London: 1986-). 

Listing NGR: TQ3196784486 

Selected Sources 

Books and journals 

Willatts, E, Streets with a story The book of Islington London, (1986) National Grid Reference: 
TQ 31967 84486 

 

 

 
 

 




